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Abstract
Shame is differentiated from guilt and embarrassment by elucidating the biology and energetics of shame. Shame is a response to a relational injury. Its early developmental origins are explored, especially its relationship to narcissism. Gender differences to shame and responses to being shamed are elaborated. The issues surrounding healing sexual abuse are discussed focusing on shame as the major culprit in working with sexual abuse. Lastly, the dynamics of outliers and their susceptibility to shame are discussed.
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Introduction
It was about 40 years ago, when I first became aware of feeling shame. My therapist did not consider it a true emotion. Rather, she described it as a racket that parents run on their children. It was not receiving much attention in therapy or theory. Focus was on the emotions of fear, anger, longing; and shame was thought of as an emotion that accompanies these feelings. It is exciting for me to recently be invited to give a keynote at a conference with the sole focus on shame.

Definition of Shame
Shame and guilt differ in that guilt is the feeling of having done something wrong. Shame is an experience of being bad, wrong, or disgusting. When a child has been shamed and angrily rejected for who he is, there is no prescribed way back to the relationship for him, while guilt is redeemable through acts of reparation and atonement. There is no way out of a shame experience: nothing you can do will mitigate the effects. It has happened; you are revealed in front of the other, and you cannot hide that part of yourself which is so unacceptable.

Shame and guilt can occur together in the same situation. When a person has made a mistake, atoned for the misbehavior; and yet, still feels bad, then he or she is stuck with shame. Shame cannot go away with reparation because it is not the behavior but the self, which is at fault. The unconscious, irrational threat implied in shame anxiety is abandonment. For example, Adam and Eve were made to feel ashamed of their nakedness and were expelled from the garden. Similarly, Oedipus was banished from his home. The fear in shame is that our parents, teachers, spouse, whoever matters to us will walk away in disgust.

The Biology of Shame
Shame is an innate biological reaction present from birth. Most theorists [1,2] agree that embarrassment and shame involve changes in the circulatory system. Specifically, it is believed that shame can dilate the blood vessels in the periphery, possibly by the release of an intrinsic humoral substance. Unlike anxiety, anger, fear, excitement, etc. which are more easily linked to facial muscles and which disappear rapidly, shame tends to linger for quite a long time until the subject recovers. Shame involves a “short fuse and a slow burn”[2].

In the initial response of being caught, there is embarrassment, a person blushes, the blood rushes to the periphery and the heart rate increases. As the effect goes...
deeper into shame, into the awareness of our very selves as bad, we try to hide, to pull our energy in – the face drops, eyes turn down, shoulders pull forward and the upper body collapses. The effect is like shock: vagal stimulation leads to a lowering of blood pressure and slowing of the heart. With the embarrassment we experience heat, redness of the face; we may giggle, feel foolish, and almost giddy [3]. With shame the person is depressed. Although blood is available to the periphery, the core feeling is of coldness and aloneness; the self is rejected and feels no good.

Embarrassment and shame are biologically determined responses demanding modesty. While eating, defecating, or engaging in sex, an animal is in an extremely vulnerable position. These activities are overlaid with social taboos, manners, and the demand for privacy. Concealment is a preparation for a potential danger and shame has been intimately linked to cover. When shamed, the person is drawn into himself, must confront an aspect, which he wishes to keep hidden, from which he cannot hide. Thus, we have the story of Adam and Eve. On their expulsion from the garden they became aware of their wrongdoing, and in their shame covered themselves.

Schneider argues that Darwin and Ellis in their treatment of shame fail to recognize in addition to fear-flight and anger-aggression [4], a third fundamental reaction to danger: concealment-immobility. "The manifestations of shame – averting the eyes, covering the face, blushing, hanging one's head, and wanting to 'sink through the floor' – are clearly distinct from fear responses." Roelofs argues that such a response to threat makes sense [5]. Because most animals do not easily perceive motionless objects for which they are searching, the immobility reaction provides a genuine security for animals. It is well known that certain animals, i.e. birds, lizards, opossums become motionless and "play dead" when caught. In fact, biologically they appear in a state of shock, their heart rate slows, eyes don't blink; but then, just as soon as the danger has passed, they "wake up" and dart away.

The problem is that when shamed we are in a state of shock, all the blood is drawn to the core and we can't think. I go into shock when people call me names. I can't respond at all and am not certain of how I feel until hours later. That often is not a great time to deal with it, as the event has passed and bringing it up only draws attention to an aspect of myself from which I wish to hide and have no desire to expose my vulnerability by bringing it up at all.

**Shame and the Eyes**

"Peek-a-boo, I see you," says mother just at the moment when her baby's body relaxes at the sight of her reappearing face. The mother's trilling voice and the animated look in her eyes are telling the baby, "What a beautiful baby you are. How wonderful you are. How happy I am to see you." The baby looks back into his mother's eyes. Mirrored there are the spectacular and wonderful things he imagines himself to be. A baby gets to know what he is by what is mirrored in the faces of those who look at him. The mirroring admiration is a caress that paints proud edges on the baby's body [6].

Shame is felt and received through the eyes. Oedipus, with his realization of his transgressions, left his home and family and put out his eyes. One of the baby's first connections with the parents is through the eyes. Much research has been conducted investigating the effect of mother-child eye contact on the subsequent emotional and intellectual development of the child [7,8]. Robson suggests that mutual gaze acts a releaser of attachment [9]. Mutual eye regard seems to be a need of the child just like sucking or physical holding and appears to be one of the prime requisites for good mother-child bonding. Thus, at an early age shame can be communicated and received through the eyes.

Demos reviewed Tronick's "still face" experiments in which interchanges between mothers and their 2½ to 3-month-old children are filmed and played back in slow motion [10]. In the first phase of the experiment the mother is told to behave normally as she and the infant sit face-to-face. Slow motion review shows the rapt interest with which they view each other. Next, the mother is asked to leave the room for a few moments; and on her return, to sit opposite from the infant but refrain from making any facial gesture.

For a short time the child will exhibit a number of facial expressions in an apparent attempt to engage the mother in their normal mode of interaction. After a while the infant will exhibit one of two characteristics. Some children will cry in distress, but many will slump down in the chair with a sudden loss of body tonus, turning the head downward and to the side, averting their eyes from their mother's face. Demos felt that these children were exhibiting a primitive shame response.

Too often we miss this same shame response in our clients and either re-interpret the experience e.g. say to them, "you are collapsed, get up and hit the pillows," or we turn away, not wanting to resonate with the same feeling in ourselves. One of the exercises I do with my clients involves sending and receiving energy through the eyes. Some clients are afraid to look at me, hide their faces. They are then asked to take a peek, look away and then peek back as they feel comfortable. What they report as unsettling is the warmth and caring they see reflected in my eyes. It doesn't match with their self-concept, what they expect to see. Often, they remember the look they saw in their parent's eyes – that look...
that told them that they had disappointed the parent, that they were not enough, that they were bad.

In the movie “Mask”, Cher plays the part of the mother of a boy whose face is disfigured by a disease. Despite his outward appearance the boy knows he is beautiful. Every time Cher looks at him, her eyes fill with love. However, he is becoming a teenager and his peer group is relating to him on the basis of his outward appearance. He begins to stop seeing himself as beautiful, as ok, as a worthy human being.

Teenagers are susceptible to shame because of their desire to be accepted by their peer groups. It is necessary for them to connect outside the family to complete their developmental process. They are acutely sensitive to rejection, but when it occurs, they try to cover their feelings of humiliation. Our clients are also trying to complete a developmental task. They are encouraged to let go of their protection, to temporarily regress and re-experience the original trauma that created the defense. They look to us, the therapists, for our reaction. This is a sensitive time when disapproval or criticism of their feeling could cause them to regret revealing themselves. Their internal statements may be: “I showed too much of my vulnerability, sexuality, sadness, need, anger, or fear.” Once again, they are wrong, “too much”, and have made a mistake. Of course, the experience will not be shared with you because they do not want to be further humiliated. Instead, they will cover, pretend that all is ok, but the excitement is gone, the movement stopped.

As therapists it is necessary to be well-versed in shame responses so as not to re-interpret it as an oral collapse. Shame is such a profound experience that many maneuvers we not may be aware of are used to hide it. In the somatic therapy I practice, bioenergetics, we are encouraged to let down our defenses, in essence to do something, which is against our better judgment. As therapists we need to be sensitive to the shame response, because the feeling is such that it may not be readily shared. Rather, the person wants to hide, try to cover the feeling so that further exposure of inadequacy doesn’t follow.

**Shame and Narcissism**

Shame is central in its relation to the self, particularly to the image of the self. Narcissism is a positive experience of the self; it is a state of loving or admiring oneself. Shame is a negative experience of the self; it is a momentary “destruction” of the self in acute self-denigration. In analytic theory and in folk wisdom, narcissism is recognized as a defense against the hatred of the self in shame.

Healthy self-esteem is not so much feeling perpetually good and worthwhile but is rather the ability to manage feelings like inadequacy, weakness, incompetence, or guilt. At certain phases of development, from infancy to about three years of age, and again during the teenage years, the child is especially prone to narcissistic disturbances in development. If the family can’t allow the young child to be as grand as he or she can be, then disturbances in narcissism occur: Shame is the response of the self, overwhelmed by unmirrored grandiosity. For example, consider the gregarious toddler who discovers that he can finally open the cabinet doors and bang the pots and pans while Mom is making dinner. The tired depressed mother reacts to the child’s triumph with anger. The little boy’s excitement turns into disappointment and withdrawal. Suppose later that day, the same child begins to walk and his father reacts with delight and hugs him. Some of his early disappointment is offset and the earlier narcissistic wound can be healed. But let us suppose the same father ignores the toddler when he falls after his first few steps; once again the child will have experienced humiliation and shame for his early attempts toward competency. The stage is set for problems in self-concept. During adolescence even, a child who has been adequately mirrored, can still be subject to deep narcissistic wounds leaving her hurt, ashamed, and withdrawing. As I mentioned before from the movie “Mask”, the boy who had been adequately mirrored by his mother, during adolescence felt the rejection from his peers, realized that he was disfigured and began not liking himself. Such may be true of other aspects of the person’s self that were accepted by young childhood friends and then later rejected during the teen years. Consider the black child who is accepted by his white male peers, but experiences severe rejection when he tries to date a white girl, or the child who is ashamed because of his religion, his parents’ accent, or their alcoholism.

The elements for shame and narcissistic vulnerability more often occur in the family. Consider two kinds of shame-inducing families. Suppose a little girl gets the lead in her dance recital. It is normal for the other family members to be proud of her. However, if she wears her triumph for too long a time or extends her image to that of a professional ballerina for a dance troupe, her family will point out that there are many years ahead of hard work and practice before that can possibly happen and will pull her back into her normal narcissistic limits. If the family is too eager for the child’s success and doesn’t help her develop a realistic self-appraisal but makes the child into a narcissistic extension of themselves, of their own dreams and fantasies then the child is predisposed to ridicule outside of the family. Her family hasn’t limited the child’s grandiosity, so the peer group will try to “bring her down to size” and if that doesn’t work, may reject and isolate her. In protection, the child builds a fantasy structure of her own “specialness” and is prevented from integrating with people outside her own narcissistic creation. Suppose, on the other hand, the family is made up of people
with chronically low self-esteem, who have regularly failed at competition. The real success of another family member brings up his or her own shame. To stop themselves from feeling less than, they must use powerful shaming techniques to prevent the rise of the other family member.

**Defensive Reactions to Shame**

Moreover, frequent and repeated experiences of shame are apt to “chip away” at one’s general level of self-esteem. Shame propensity and narcissistic vulnerability are related but distinct notions. All shame-prone individuals are narcissistically vulnerable, but the reverse is not true. This is because many narcissistically vulnerable people lock themselves into defensive invulnerability. If the child is repeatedly humiliated, “put down” and shamed, these traumatic experiences lead to modes of self-protection. This self-protection is what Freud called the “stone wall” of narcissism. The child’s spontaneous self-expressions were unacceptable to the parent so he or she ritualizes behavior. In that way the real self can be controlled and hidden and only that part which is deemed acceptable presented to the world. In an effort to escape painful feelings shamed individuals tend to defensively project blame and anger onto a convenient scapegoat. In this way, they may regain some sense of control and superiority in their life, but the long-term costs are often steep.

If the shame remains unacknowledged, a person may decide to focus on another emotional state, an act of emotional substitution. For example, a shamed person, unwilling to acknowledge the feeling of shame can become angry with someone else, making the other a kind of scapegoat for self-blame. Anger is a more comfortable to experience than shame. However, substitution is a form of self-deception: it relieves the pain and discomfort but does not alter the feeling, not immediately. By not focusing on the shame and attending to other emotions, we lose the opportunity to understand the forces at work around us and within us.

I think this is an important concept to consider. At first in Bioenergetics the thought was that anger was sitting behind shame and needed to be released. Maybe that is because shame is a state of shock, and when coming out of frozen/immobility; fight/flight is initiated. We may choose to hide or deny our feelings by “making nice” in order not to be abandoned, not to lose contact with a relationship that we depend on for our well-being. This could be seen as a kind of flight response. Or a flight response might occur, using anger and aggression to defend ourselves. Hopefully, when safe, we can begin to acknowledge the hurt and vulnerability hiding behind our anger. In other words, after the melting from frozen immobility (shock), and if there is enough support and with enough self-esteem and with enough courage, the risk can be taken to fully understand the process.

**Shame and the Culture**

The first paper I published on shame was titled, “Men, Women and Shame”. In this paper I elaborated on how our self-concepts are defined by what the culture judges what as good and acceptable behavior; and that because of cultural differences and the differential upbringing of the two sexes, men tend to feel shame about letting down into vulnerability and tenderness, while women are more ashamed of their sexuality. I had no plans to revisit that topic for, as I believed, that we are now one and a half generations later; and certainly, we have moved beyond that. But then, god bless him for his braggadocio, Donald Trump announced without any shame that because he is a powerful white male, he can sexually accost any woman he wants. And then to my horror, I watched him physically stalk Hillary Clinton during the debates, looming over her in the position that Peter Levine warns us is that of the predator.

Men feel shame around vulnerability and need and women, their sexuality, because boys and girls are shamed and supported for different behaviors. For men in our culture, there are deep feelings of shame around need, vulnerability, and helplessness. Defensive anger and withdrawal are two of the most common responses to men on being shamed. Deborah Tannen studied little girls and boys interacting, beginning as toddlers. Girls were trying to relate, while the little boys as early as 2 to 3 years old were going one up/one down. So, if a man is called out for a transgression, then he is being wrong. To admit to making a mistake, means that he is deficient . . .thus blame the accuser. She or he is too demanding, emotional, critical, seductive. To say: “I’m sorry” would mean being one down. So, become angry, stonewall her, devalue the incidence.

In a study on the effects of touch on patients’ reactions to surgery, it was found that the effects were therapeutic for women, i.e. the women who were touched had lowered blood pressure and less anxiety both before surgery and for more than an hour afterwards than the women who weren’t. But men found the experience upsetting; both their blood pressure and their anxiety rose and stayed elevated in response to being touched. The researchers explained the differential findings for the sexes by reasoning that “. . .men in the United States often find it harder to acknowledge dependency and fear than women do; thus, for men, a well-intentioned touch may be a threatening reminder of their vulnerability.” On the other hand, little girls in our culture are allowed to maintain a physical relationship with their mothers, which boys are forced to give up. “In the United States . . . girls receive more affectionate touches (kisses, cuddling, holding) than boys do” [11].
Thus, underneath the shame, men feel rage especially with the mother, for she was his first love, the one who held him and taught him softness and warmth. Then she denies the contact, tells him that big boys don’t cry, don’t need to be picked up and comforted. He feels humiliated overwhelmed by her power. So he gets even. He devalues her love, models his father who he sees as a powerful manipulator in the world, a controller of ideas, of money. He teaches his son not to cry, not to reveal pain, not to lose control, not to let down, not to give up, not to merge.

The father teaches him about aggression, shows his son how to thwart his mother’s power by humiliating her, shows him how to keep his distance, make her object. She still arouses strong feelings in him – the longing for love, sexuality, and warmth. He must suppress them, does not trust his own body, his own heart. So he projects his longings on to her, accuses her of instilling these shameful feelings in him. He turns against the sensations of the body, for they bring back memories of his infancy and vulnerability. These body feelings are woman; she is the vulnerable one. It is her seduction that arouses these feelings. He is afraid to feel sensation, intense physical feeling; and therefore, intense emotional feeling. He may do this by assuming a super-macho front or by becoming cerebral, trying to explain all his feelings, with the illusion that if he can explain a process, he can control it. Regardless, vulnerable feelings are to be controlled and he tries to do so both for himself and in others.

These two different defense mechanisms produce two different behavioral ways of dealing with emotion. In the case of the “super-macho” man, because he is unable to really assert his power, he becomes explosively aggressive, attempting to control others while he is out of control. “Rage is one of those more spontaneous, naturally occurring reactions often observed to follow shame” [12]. To hide his inadequacy, he belittles others, rages to feel strong, against his wife and really against his own need for softness and closeness. Or, he becomes logical, rational attempting to control others and place himself above them.

I had a client many years ago, a 50-year-old man with narcissistic issues whose work illustrates how he was caught between the culture’s definition of manhood, his need, and his contempt for himself. His presenting problem was his inability to form a lasting meaningful relationship with a woman. Instead of being able to meet women and date, he got high on cocaine and used prostitutes to enact masochistic fantasies. Often, he ended up feeling close to the prostitutes and then became afraid that they would take advantage and abuse him. He wanted to be in therapy with a woman to whom he felt sexually attracted so his transference issues could be worked through. His previous female therapist had been over-whelmed by his sexual transference, referred him to a group and he eventually began seeing the male leader in individual therapy. Both the male therapist and the client felt his basic issues with women had never been resolved so the client was referred to me for individual therapy.

When the client was 6-years-old, his father told him that his job was to take care of his mother and sister. The father was gone to work most of the day and not very contactful when he was home. From 6 to 9-years of age the client had nightmares of being attacked by Frankenstein. In the course of therapy, he re-experienced his fear of his father’s rage, which was never overtly expressed but he felt and saw in his eyes. Then he identified his father as the monster who wished him harm. He also began to see himself as the Frankenstein monster in that he felt controlled by others’ images and ideas of himself.

In the course of his bioenergetic analysis his longing for his mother appeared. When he started to cry, the entire front of his body tightened. He was caught between his insistence as he hit and kicked the mat that: “she really did love me” and his disbelief that anyone could treat a child like that – deny his basic needs. When he would look up at me and see my caring, he was deeply ashamed, felt that he had lost his manhood, my respect, and his sexuality. He began to put himself down and called himself stupid for needing and caring. Sometimes, after he had expressed his rage against his mother for abandoning his needs, he felt his impotence and powerlessness at being able to affect her deep feelings. Then he would approach me in a sexually seductive way. He was re-enacting his parents’ treatment of him, putting himself down for needing and feeling emasculated and then trying to get his needs met by being seductive. If he reached out with tenderness, he felt he lost his pelvis and sexuality. When he related to whores, he was frustrated because once again his needs weren’t met. To be in relationship with a woman meant he was trapped into taking care of her, like he felt with his mother and sister, left alone without either his manhood or his emotional needs met. No wonder he had never been able to commit to a woman!

Although his pelvis wasn’t opened, he felt much more comfortable thrusting with sexual aggression and anger than with soft feelings. When aggressive, he felt like a man. As he continued thrusting and his pelvis opened, the charge began to move into his chest. The pain and longing emerged and with it the rage at his parents for abandoning him. Next came the shame and embarrassment of not being a “real man”. “Real men” don’t cry. They thrust with power and aggression, unfettered by desires for softness and contact. Then he tried to present an image of manhood – seductive and uncaring.

And that was his image that his father left him with – take care of the females. But there was no model for feeling,
for needing. All of those feelings were woman; only women could be nurtured. So, in his sexual masochistic fantasies, he liked to pretend that he was woman, powerless yet taken care of, held, appreciated. But to be woman also meant to be abused, used and powerless. So, he could act out his fantasies with prostitutes until he became scared of them taking over and abusing him. Because his parents denied his basic narcissistic needs, he projected a way of meeting them by the cultural stereotypes he observed. Men are strong, sexual and unfeeling; women – weak, passive, and loved.

**Female Body Image, Sexuality and Shame**

The little girl’s situation is different from her brother’s. She experiences two heartbreaks, one with Mommy and one with Daddy. Her heart feelings, nurturance, hugs are supported and encouraged – “daddy’s girl”, playing with dolls – while her natural aggression and assertion are discouraged – soft quiet voices, small steps, quiet play.

So, she has turned to Daddy, not as a model like her brother, but as someone else to love. Her mother has been unable to support her, for the mother already is an object of the culture. She is a sexual object who has been told that she must control her passions or she will make men lose control, revert to beasts, cause them to commit adultery, rape or turn to pornography. Because the mother is afraid of her own sexuality, afraid of her husband, of her mother; because she is worried that she has no money, that her body is too large, her energy too intense, because this mother’s heart is not open, she cannot allow her daughter to be. She criticizes her daughter’s assertion, her flirtatiousness. Naturally, the daughter turns to her father. Perhaps, she can please him. If he is at home, available and warm, her heart feelings, nurturance, and hugs are supported – she is “daddy’s girl”. She tries to please him, be his perfect mate. Unlike the mother, she doesn’t nag or boss. He will not humiliate her; will always love her. And of course, he does love her; that is as long as she remains a little girl and doesn’t form opinions that differ from his, become too large, too powerful and threatening.

If the father is hard and distant, the little girl will still try to charm him, not arouse his wrath, try to learn the magical formula that will get his attention, become an expert at reading emotional cues from others and be out of touch with her own feelings and needs.

He may not even be present. With the increase of divorce, single parent families, and the historic notion that fathers spend their time at work, many of the ideas of father and maleness are gathered from images depicted by TV, books, and movies. So, the little girl uses these cultural images to create an idealized father whom she hopes to please. Once again, she strives to be better than her mother. She becomes polite, charming, hoping that she will be able to keep her man, won’t be humiliated or abandoned like her mother.

As she grows her body begins to soften, expand, becomes round. An excitement stirs inside her. Kim Chernin describes this first flowering of the adolescent girl.

“We picture her . . . as she looks admiringly at herself in the mirror. She is studying those breasts, that rounding belly, those fuller thighs that make her like her mother. She combs her hair and puts a flower in it; she takes her mother’s lipstick from the drawer and heightens the color on her cheeks. Now she is wearing perfume, she has draped a scarf across her shoulders, and she dances now, her arms reaching up, her belly twisting. She has never seen this dance before but her body knows its motions, as one day it will know how to make a mother and will guide her in knowledge and tenderness in the care of a child, this body biding itself now, no longer seeking to know itself through studying its reflection, but gathering directly a knowledge of its own force, its sensual power in the dance. But now suddenly, the door opens and the girl turns, startled and delighted, afraid of what she senses must have been a transgression and yet still eager to share this new knowledge of delight discovered in the body. She stretches out her arms, dancing still, a smile on her lips, as in her innocence she steps toward him. It is an older brother, her father, an uncle who has been spending the weekend with the family. And he, misunderstanding, reaches out for her, transforming innocent delight into seduction. Or he takes alarm and flings back over his shoulder as he retreats some ambiguous expression that makes her feel ashamed. Or he grows angry, snatches up a towel, throws it over her, as if this flesh discovering itself were an object of danger or disgust. Or maybe he flails out wildly, overcome all in the same moment by the desire and the fear and the rage of his awakened primordial memory. He slaps her, shakes her by the shoulders, calls for her mother, and sends her in to lecture the girl [13]”.

Now she can’t be “daddy’s girl”. Her body is becoming woman and everything in our culture says that woman is to be despised. So, she becomes the anorexic, the bulimic. Starve the body, don’t become the hated mother, please Daddy forever. Shame is an energy blocker, a way to stop the pelvic charge, a way to block the arms from asserting their love, from offending the loved man.

**Female Sexual Abuse and Shame**

If the father, brother, uncle doesn’t move away, but uses the girl for his own pleasure, then he has violated the child’s natural excitement that undifferentiated flow between the pelvis and the heart. That love and trust is violated for an
adult’s pleasure. The girl is over-stimulated, given too much charge in her pelvis with no way to contain the charge. As adults, these women often abuse drugs, alcohol, grasp for any sedative as a way of trying to keep their energetic charge under control. Their excitement becomes anxiety; the reaching out stopped for fear of invasion, their hearts, broken, sad. Abuse of a child by an adult whom she has been taught to respect and trust is a betrayal of love [14–16].

So many times, in working with our female clients, the problem has been of supporting them to open their pelvis. This goes against the entire cultural conditioning which has told them to keep the charge down and not become too excited. This was really brought home to me with a female client with whom I had been working for a couple of years. Her chest was oral and collapsed but her lower back was held with a dead white area just above the buttocks. She had a lot of pain there and periodically strained her back. After much therapy working on opening the chest and pelvis, she still reported not wanting to have sex with her husband. The source of her lack of responsiveness was revealed when she came in with her husband to talk about the problem [17].

She was caught between two polarities. On the one hand, she said she was afraid of being labeled frigid when she turned her husband down and on the other; she was turned off by his sexual excitement. I noticed when she talked about her husband’s enjoyment at looking at her; she turned her head down and held her hands tightly on her lap. When I said: “What happens when your husband looks at you?” She said, “I feel like a whore.” With white face she began talking about how her father watched her when she was a teenager, obviously interested and excited; and yet both parents communicated to her that sex was dirty and bad. So here was her bind. Both parents recognized her growth into womanhood, but instead of blessing her with pride, they communicated to her that she was bad and dirty and needed to hide. Instead of being able to meet her husband’s excitement she responded to it much like her parents had responded to hers – with shame and disgust.

As somatic therapists, working with sexual abuse, we are attuned to the flow of the charge, to the emotions of rage and fear. From many years of working with sexual abuse, I have come to believe that the major harm in sexual abuse is shame. Fifty years ago, I was seeing clients in the University of Wisconsin health center as part of my training. Many of them came from rural areas in northern Wisconsin. What emerged is that incest was fairly common in these rural areas. I was struck that female students were reporting sexual encounters that they had experienced with their fathers, uncles, brother, cousins, without much anxiety. They were coming into therapy for other concerns. However, their peers at the university were letting them know that this was not common practice. For the first time they became ashamed and anxious. Shame was more disturbing than the actual sexual encounter. It was the culprit hijacking their sense of self-worth [18,19].

As therapists we must be careful when opening a client’s sexuality, especially in cases of sexual abuse. This is a critical moment because if the shame is not immediately addressed the client will be left feeling that he or she is bad, which may lead to a self-attack, e.g. cutting, over-eating, or drugs. Or a defensive attack may be levied against the therapist to protect against the “bad self”. The therapist who opened these feelings must be bad. He or she is the perpetrator over-stimulating the client. That is why this Conference is so important in alerting us to the factors creating feelings of shame and the responses to it.

Shame and Outliers

As I mentioned at the beginning of this paper, when I first encountered shame, it was not considered a real emotion. I am still learning about shame and dealing with it in my everyday life. Have any of you ever heard of the name Janet Buckner? Neither had I until I heard this story on Facebook. As she talked about an event that had happened 30 years ago, she began sobbing. When she grew up, Negroes weren’t allowed to swim in the public pool except for one day that was the day before they cleaned it, so that people like her, Negroes, who for no other reason other than her race had contaminated the water and their filth could be washed away.

Many years later, the ban against Negroes swimming in the public pool was lifted. As she entered that pool and began to swim, she heard the word: “Nigger”. That word alone caused her to sink to the bottom of the pool and she would have drowned unless someone had saved her. Obviously, she had gone into shock.

There was something about her story that sounded familiar. I had to find out more about her, so I began searching her name on the internet. The first thing I learned was that she had been a State Representative in the Colorado legislature, but it took a while of searching, until I found out that she and I were born the same year, and that she had been born, in Indianapolis, Indiana. This is the largest city in the state I am from. Jews weren’t allowed to swim at “The Country Club” when I was growing up and there were separate rest rooms for Jews and non-Jews in some of the states.

You see, I grew up as the only Jew in a rural high school in the middle of the Bible Belt. I knew that Trump would be elected, the Klan would march again and there would be violence. I wanted to hide, to escape to a safe place. Then, I realized I wasn’t in rural Indiana anymore and lived in
Santa Cruz, California, the most liberal and progressive community probably in the world. However, being a member of a group that is so despised and has experienced systematic genocide by the major culture through most of civilization, it is impossible not to feel the impact of that. So, in addition to discussing the biological, somatic, and developmental underpinnings of shame, I want to also discuss to focus on the shame of the outlier: The anti-Semitic feelings of the Jews, the homophobia of gay men. Outliers are different. They are the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle that can’t find their place in the picture. They are the Negroes in Ivy League schools, the boy who must deal with his homosexuality in a family of Mormons or Evangelical Christians, the somatic psychologist surrounded by practitioners who believe that Cognitive Behavioral Therapy is the only effective treatment of choice. The outlier is me, the only Jewish girl whose best friend is the only Catholic and whose parents came to this country from Italy. The outlier is my client who came to the United States from North Korea girl and entered the 4th grade in a primarily Negro school in Michigan. She says: “there are names for girls like me, who look Asian on the outside (yellow) and are white on the inside. We are called “twinkies”. Of course, there are other names: nigger, gook, dirty Jew, kike, Shylock and there are names for my best friend (wop), names that resound letting us know that we are disgusting. When I watch a Jew being loud and aggressive, I feel repulsed and want to hide. When I have a gay client, I discuss his homophobia, his wish to be heterosexual, for gay men are treated as even more disgusting than Jews, and even more inferior than women.

And each of us has outliers that live inside of us. These are our self-parts that our parents couldn’t connect with. I sit with clients and watch as they berate themselves for being too needy, when they are clearly expressing their wants, or for being wimpy, when confronted with real life scary issues. Those needs which weren’t met are our shame and we find them disgusting. Bioenergetics encourages us, undresses us, and reveals these shameful parts to our therapist. And we have to be alert to how clients hide these parts or treat themselves badly when experiencing them. As therapists, we need to hunt those self-parts out and nourish them. Men and sexual abuse are a different matter. If women are inferior, then a sexually abused man is nothing more than another man’s bitch, inferior like women. His sole use is for another’s man pleasure and he is of no value. Imagine the shame. Interesting though, if a woman defends herself, she is a bitch.

Conclusion: Healing Shame

There is another response to shame that is less obvious. I call it: “the negative voice”. I became aware of this after giving a keynote at a bioenergetics conference. The year before I had presented a workshop on shame. After that, the faculty invited me to give a keynote, this was just after I had finished my training and had just become a local trainer. I knew that while some of my trainers were proud of me, others were jealous and envious.

I gave the talk. The theme of the conference was spirituality and I described my internal process while working with a self-destructive client. I finished, looked at the audience, and you could have heard a pin drop. It was utterly silence and I froze. Because I didn’t know what else to do, I began singing a Hebrew song, and I don’t really have a voice for singing. I just stood there, and my friend Judith led me off the stage, as I received a resounding standing ovation. All week people told my husband, my friends, and me how wonderful I was. What followed was one of the most miserable years of my life. That experience activated an intense depression. One day while riding my bike, I became aware of a steady conversation in my head. I turned up the volume to discover that a street gang lived inside me. I was shocked how nasty the things were that I was saying to myself and realized that I wouldn’t even speak like that to someone I didn’t like. I also felt tightness around my chest and diaphragm. So, I began to send my breath to those areas. The voice did have a point to make but it was way over the top in making it. Over the years, I have discovered that this voice is activated, when I have received a great deal of positive attention and comes from my older brother’s jealousy of me, which I experienced when we were children. It is good to know the trigger, so when I have returned from a party and have received much positive attention, I am alert to the bad feelings that may follow and can work with them.

Turn up the volume
Where in my body am I tense when I hear this voice?
Breathe into that area
Would I talk that way to someone I didn’t like.
Was there any useful information that the voice was saying?

Another way we can heal shame is by helping our clients view their behavior in such a way that what is revealed is seen in the context of the human situation. One of the most powerful ways of healing shame is in a group, especially when the person is in the company of others who have had similar experiences. That is why METO0 has become such a powerful movement and why groups for people who have been adult children of alcoholics, sexually molested, bulimic, or anorexic are so popular. The members can talk about their early experiences of denying and hiding, realize that others have had the same reactions to similar situations and it wasn’t their fault. The child always blames him or herself for not getting the support or feedback he or she so badly needed, it is the child’s fault for the molest, or the woman’s fault for the sexual abuse. In a group, the shamed person hears stories of others like himself. By supporting and encouraging the other
to let go of her shame, the person becomes aware that he or she is not to blame, or disgusting, or less than and is able to begin self-forgiveness.

When I was having a particular hard time during my bioenergetics therapy – my therapist was working on opening my heart, and as a result my sexuality had shut down – I joined an African dance class. Five or six men sat in the front of the room beating on drums, while the women moved their hips and shoulders with strong yet sensuous motions to the rhythm. At first, I was shy and tight about moving in front of the men. My shoulders felt frozen, my pelvis rigid and locked. But slowly, with the smiles and support of the other women (later the men – I didn’t look at them for a long time) I began to move, dance, pound my feet and thrust my pelvis and shoulders. All of a sudden, I felt free to move my body the way I wanted to move. I began walking down the streets with long strides, the movement initiated from my hips. If a man commented I smiled back and agreed with him. Before, I would have felt that I had lost my power, given up myself to him, just by being looked at. I was beginning to feel the way I walked and to walk the way I felt.
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